
Dear Families,

Term 3 has already arrived and we are off to a great start. I hope your school holiday break was relaxing and that you
spent some quality time with your children despite the chilly weather.

Students have settled in quickly to their classroom routines and are looking forward to a term full of learning and
experiences. This term, we have a number of excursions, incursions, celebrations and events happening! Please
check our socials and Seesaw for more information. We highly value your use of Seesaw as our main school
communication tool between home and school. This allows teachers to digitally post student work and learning
successes. Students (and teachers) really appreciate it when family members directly comment or like posts. Seesaw
is also a useful communication tool allowing families, students and teachers to communicate by messaging each
other through the Seesaw App. It important to remember, however, the tool is designed to share and celebrate
learning. Any urgent communication messages for teachers still need to be face to face or through the front office.

We would also like to put a call out for car park consideration. The front of the school is only designed by the Council
as a Kiss and Drop (not a parking area). The area is also clearly line marked to show available spaces. Yard duty
teachers are finding it very challenging when they are addressing car park safety rather than monitoring student
traffic. Please note; SAPOL have attended during peak times and we would rather families follow signage than fund
parking fines.

Book Week is fast approaching and we hope many of you can join us for our dress up parade Friday, August 26th.
This year’s theme is 'Dreaming with Eyes Open'. Staff outfit designing has started already!
The enrolment process for 2023 Receptions has begun. Round One offers went out last week. We have remaining
spaces for 2023 at this stage. I encourage anyone who may have missed the Round One timeline to pop into the
front office for more information.

Keep warm and I look forward to chatting to you in the yard soon.

Warm Regards 

Vanessa Mortimer
Principal
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DIARY DATES

12th August
Student Free Day

26th August
Book Week Parade

31st August
Science Week Incursion
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This term, the Speech and Language Class (SL5) are learning about the Narrative text type. A
narrative is a piece of writing that focuses on telling a story. Our class is concentrating on fairy
tales, beginning with our mentor text, “The Three Billy Goats Gruff”. Students are working towards
orally telling and writing stories which include a beginning, a complication (problem) and a
resolution (ending). As we read, we will unpack these different parts of the text including the
words/vocabulary in the story. An understanding of the vocabulary helps to give us meaning of
what we read. So far, we have talked about nouns (names of people, places, and things) and
verbs (actions). Here are some examples: Meadow, pastures, munching, troll, planks, delicious,
trotted, gobbled, and gnashed (his teeth). One of our favourite activities to learn new vocabulary
is the Word Rap! The students have also thoroughly enjoyed retelling the story with their pop
stick puppets and acting out the story using masks and props. 
There is much more fun to come this term with our narrative learning!
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SL5 NEWS

WORD RAP1.

2. ACTING OUT
THE STORY

3. POP STICK
PUPPETS

4. WRITING ABOUT A
MEADOW AND MUNCH
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Room 15 have been focusing on developing important life skills. One of these skills is cooking
and identifying different stages of preparing food. We have learned about ingredients and
recipes and have worked on taking turns following each step.
We have also had discussions about what foods we enjoy eating and which foods we don’t like.
As a part of our learning we have sorted foods into healthy and unhealthy. We have learned
that healthy foods make us strong while unhealthy foods are ‘sometimes’ foods.
Some of the foods we have prepared as a class are fruit skewers, sandwiches, blueberry
muffins, vegetable and cheese snacks and Anzac biscuits. We have loved learning how to make
these different foods and have even tried new foods we haven’t had before!
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ROOM 15 NEWS
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During Week 2, the Primary Years students went to the Aquadome each day to take part in a
Water Safety Program. The program helps us to become confident and safe in all aquatic
environments. We developed our skills and understanding related to water safety and practiced
making safe decisions in the water. Some of the movements we learnt in the pool included:
entry and exit, underwater skills, floating, rescue skills and survival skills. We had a fantastic time
and we can’t wait to come back to learn more next year! 
Here are some of the student comments from our classes:

ROOM 23 NEWS

Thisandi
We learnt about the role of the lifeguard. All students learnt how to save people and how to
hold our breaths under water. I learnt how to save people from drowning, how to swim like a
frog and the importance of the life jacket. My most favourite part of swimming is learning to
hold my breath under water.
Nitbani
I enjoyed learning how to do star floats. I also loved when we had some free time to play with
sink toys. Some important things we learnt were how to put on a life jacket while floating in the
water, how to rescue a person who is drowning and swimming while doing star floats. 
Fathima
My favourite thing to do in swimming was when had free time in the water and learning the
breaststroke. Some swimming techniques we learnt was the chicken, the aeroplane and the
soldier. We also learnt ways to float and how to rescue yourself in the water. 
Savar
I loved going underwater and doing the fun activities during our swimming excursion. I learnt
ways to rescue people from drowning in the water, how to hold my breath in the water for more
than 5 seconds and also how to swim backwards. 
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